G45 Card Kit

2022 Vol. 5: Couture

Couture — Glamorous & Glittery Card Set

Designed by ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 ea Couture 8x8 Paper Pack
1 pk Flower Assortment—Shades of Red
1 pk G45 Staples Black & Gold Glitter Washi Tape
1 pk Rectangle Scallop Layer Husk—10ct
1 pk G45 Card Bases & Envelopes—Black

(4502389)
(4502342)
(4502386)
(4502477)
(4501989)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, detail scissors, scoring tool, bone folder, various
adhesives, foam adhesive, Opt: light black ink & applicator, mini
scallop scissors

Notes:

• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the
remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

— Couture Card Set —
Directions:
Card #1: Chic

1. From Couture B-side, cut two pieces each 4” x 5¼” piece and adhere to the card
front center. Save the 2nd piece for step 8.
2. Cut four pieces of black glitter washi: two pieces 3¼” and 2 pieces 4½”. Line the
scallop card with the four pieces, placing the washi just inside the scallop edge.
Using pop dots, add the scallop to the center front of the card
3. From Accessorize B-side, cut a piece 3” x 4¼”. Using
pop-dots, adhere to the center of the scallop card.
4. Cut out the “Chic” image from Beautiful, a stamp
from Classy and a small “Couture” image from Couture
5. Create a “picture stand”. Open the flower assortment
and use the black packaging for this step. Cut two
pieces of packaging about ½” x 1” and a piece that is
about 1” x 2”. Fold in half and adhere the smallest
piece towards the bottom of the stamp and the larger
piece towards the bottom of the “Chic” image.
6. Adhere the small Couture image to the lower left corner of the Accessorize B-side.
Add red & yellow flowers to the card front.
7. Create a left flip: Locate and cut around the image from Elegant lower left corner.
From Gorgeous, cut a hinge strip that is ¾” x 4”. Score on the ¾” side at 3 ⁄8”. Adhere the
3
⁄8” flower side hinge to the flower border on the Couture card. Glue the remaining 3 ⁄8” to
the center left back of the Couture B-side. Then adhere Couture to the inside of the card. Add adhesive to the right
back of the flower only, creating an open tuck-behind on the left side. Add green leaves behind the flower.
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G45 Card Kit

2022 Vol. 5: Couture

Couture — Glamorous & Glittery Card Set
Card #2: Couture
1. Cut two pieces of Gorgeous as follows: B-side 4” x 5¼”
and Side A 3¾” x 5”. Adhere B-side to the card front.
Pop-up A-side and add it to the center of B-side.
2. Cut a piece of Style paper 3¼” x 4½”. Line the edges
with gold glitter washi. Pop-up in the center of Gorgeous.
3. From Elegant, cut out the pink dressed “Couture”
lady. Add it to the center of the washi taped piece.
4. From Classy, add a stamp to the lower right corner,
using the “picture stand” as described in Card #1 – step
5. Add a butterfly behind the stamp image.
5. Cut two pieces of washi gold 4” and two pieces 5¼”.
Line the inside of the card with the washi Add the scallop card to the inside center.
Add a flower, leaf spray and butterfly to the lower right corner.
Card #3: Stylish
1. Cut a piece of Chic 4” x 5¼”. Adhere to the card front.
2. Cut a piece of Accessorize B-side horizontal stripe
3¼” x 4½”. Do not adhere. Add diagonal pieces of black
and gold glitter washi, three pieces across the upper
left corner and two pieces across the lower right
corner. Pop up the back of Accessorize and add it to the
card front center.
3. Cut out the “Stylish” image from Beautiful and pop
up the image towards the center of the card front. Add
a stamp, using the “picture stand” as described in Card
#1 step 5. Add two sprigs of leaves.
4. Add a scallop card to the inside. From Couture, cut a
black lace strip 4¼”. Add a strip of gold glitter washi about 2” up from the bottom of
the card. Add the lace strip, leaving some of the washi tape showing at the top. Add
a leaf spray to the lower right corner.
You can complete an additional three cards following the same steps using other paper from the collection!
• Find details on the G45 YouTube Channel •
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